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American Slavery, as it is
Native American Autobiography
The Salem Witch Trials is based on over twenty-five years of archival
research--including the author's discovery of previously unknown
documents--newly found cases and court records. From January 1692 to January
1697 this history unfolds a nearly day-by-day narrative of the crisis as the citizens
of New England experienced it.

Native American Studies
From their first encounters with traders, explorers, missionaries, settlers, and
soldiers, to the heyday of "Red Power" during the 1960s and '70s, the relations of
Native Americans with white men are explored in a powerful series of
documents--seen through Indian eyes and told in Indian voices. Photographs.

Indigenous Writes
Houston Texans quarterback Deshaun Watson is one of the most promising young
players in the NFL, but he believes that true success lies in leading his team from a
perspective of service. In this inspiring, practical book, Deshaun illustrates how the
seven qualities of a servant leader can lead to a more successful life. Deshaun
Watson was only eleven when his family received a house from Atlanta Falcons
running back Warrick Dunn through Dunn’s charity, Homes for the Holidays. But
that early gift left a lasting impression, teaching Deshaun that generosity and
service to others are important parts of true success. Now a star in his own right,
and the most promising young player in the NFL, Deshaun reveals the lessons that
have guided him throughout his life. From Deshaun’s early days in Gainesville,
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Georgia, where he nursed his mother through cancer, to his years at
Clemson—where he graduated in three years while being nominated for the
Heisman twice—to his first few seasons in the NFL, Deshaun has distinguished
himself as a leader by putting the others first. In Pass It On, Deshaun opens up
about the seven core values that have guided him on his own journey. Generosity
Empathy Self-Sacrifice Service Commitment Strength Values in Action
Interweaving stories from his life with practical advice that every reader can apply,
Deshaun demonstrates how true strength lies in putting others first.

Bring Yourself
A study of what would happen to Earth if the human presence was removed
examines our legacy for the planet, from the objects that would vanish without
human intervention to those that would become long-lasting remnants of
humankind.

The Patriot Chiefs
"Indian Running is an eyewitness account of the 6-day, Taos, N.M., to Second
Mesa, Hopi, Ariz., 1980 Tricentennial Run commemorating the Pueblo Indian
Revolt. The book describes many Indian running traditions and includes historical
photos and 1980 photos by Karl Kernberger. Anthropologist Nabokov's books
include "Two Leggings: The Making of a Crow Warrior and "Native American
Testimony.

Facing East from Indian Country
A compelling portrait of cultural transition and assimilation via the saga of one
Acoma Pueblo Indian family Born in 1861 in New Mexico's Acoma Pueblo, Edward
Proctor Hunt lived a tribal life almost unchanged for centuries. But after attending
government schools he broke with his people's ancient codes to become a
shopkeeper and controversial broker between Indian and white worlds. As a Wild
West Show Indian he travelled in Europe with his family, and saw his sons become
silversmiths, painters, and consultants on Indian Lore. In 1928, in a life-culminating
experience, he recited his version of the origin myth of Acoma Pueblo to
Smithsonian Institution scholars. Nabokov narrates the fascinating story of Hunt's
life within a multicultural and historical context. Chronicling Pueblo Indian life and
Anglo/Indian relations over the last century and a half, he explores how this
entrepreneurial family capitalized on the nation's passion for Indian culture. In this
rich book, Nabokov dramatizes how the Hunts, like immigrants throughout history,
faced anguishing decisions over staying put or striking out for economic
independence, and experienced the pivotal passage from tradition to modernity.

Empire
A breathtakingly original work of history that uncovers a massive enslaved
persons’ revolt that almost changed the face of the Americas On Sunday, February
27, 1763, thousands of slaves in the Dutch colony of Berbice—in present-day
Guyana—launched a massive rebellion which came amazingly close to succeeding.
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Surrounded by jungle and savannah, the revolutionaries (many of them Africanborn) and Europeans struck and parried for an entire year. In the end, the Dutch
prevailed because of one unique advantage—their ability to get soldiers and
supplies from neighboring colonies and from Europe. Blood on the River is the
explosive story of this little-known revolution, one that almost changed the face of
the Americas. Drawing on nine hundred interrogation transcripts collected by the
Dutch when the Berbice rebellion finally collapsed, and which were subsequently
buried in Dutch archives, historian Marjoleine Kars reconstructs an extraordinarily
rich day-by-day account of this pivotal event. Blood on the River provides a rare indepth look at the political vision of enslaved people at the dawn of the Age of
Revolution and introduces us to a set of real characters, vividly drawn against the
exotic tableau of a riverine world of plantations, rainforest, and Carib allies who
controlled a vast South American hinterland. An astonishing original work of
history, Blood on the River will change our understanding of revolutions, slavery,
and of the story of freedom in the New World.

Two Leggings
"Griffin-Pierce has visited each tribal group profiled and has collaborated with
native leaders to make the book as up-to-date and accurate as possible. She
emphasizes throughout the multiethnic nature of the American Southwest and the
living traditions of native cultures. Her book will be useful to students of
anthropology, archaeology, history, and Native American studies as well as general
readers."--BOOK JACKET.

Native American Testimony
AN ANTHOLOGY THAT features both classic and contemporary Native American
Literatures, Nothing But The Truth is a healthy collection of the best works of
Native American Literature. The pieces of literature selected for this anthology are
core texts used in classrooms and are conductive to discussion in the classroom.
Fiction, Nonfiction, Poetry, and Drama are included as well as some theoretical
discussion and introductions by various scholars and teachers of the literature.

Great Speeches by Native Americans
“The Other Slavery is nothing short of an epic recalibration of American history,
one that’s long overdue…In addition to his skills as a historian and an investigator,
Résendez is a skilled storyteller with a truly remarkable subject. This is historical
nonfiction at its most important and most necessary.”—Literary Hub, 20 Best
Works of Nonfiction of the Decade “Long-awaited and important . . . No other book
before has so thoroughly related the broad history of Indian slavery in the
Americas.”—San Francisco Chronicle “A necessary work . . . [Reséndez’s]
reportage will likely surprise you.”—NPR “One of the most profound contributions
to North American history.”—Los Angeles Times Since the time of Columbus, Indian
slavery was illegal in much of the American continent. Yet, as Andrés Reséndez
illuminates in his myth-shattering The Other Slavery, it was practiced for centuries
as an open secret. There was no abolitionist movement to protect the tens of
thousands of Natives who were kidnapped and enslaved by the conquistadors.
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Reséndez builds the incisive case that it was mass slavery—more than
epidemics—that decimated Indian populations across North America. Through
riveting new evidence, including testimonies of courageous priests, rapacious
merchants, and Indian captives, The Other Slavery reveals nothing less than a key
missing piece of American history. For over two centuries we have fought over,
abolished, and tried to come to grips with African American slavery. It is time for
the West to confront an entirely separate, equally devastating enslavement we
have long failed truly to see. “Beautifully written . . . A tour de force.”—Chronicle of
Higher Education

Trials of Walter Ogrod
Native American Studies covers key issues such as the intimate relationship of
culture to land; the nature of cultural exchange and conflict in the period after
European contact; the unique relationship of Native communities with the United
States government; the significance of language; the vitality of contemporary
cultures; and the variety of Native artistic styles, from literature and poetry to
painting and sculpture to performance arts.

"I Am a Man"
From the author of How the World Moves: A revelatory new look at the hallowed,
diverse, and threatened landscapes of the American Indian For thousands of years
, Native Americans have told stories about the powers of revered landscapes and
sought spiritual direction at mysterious places in their homelands. In this important
book, respected scholar and anthropologist Peter Nabokov writes of a wide range
of sacred places in Native America. From the “high country” of California to
Tennessee’s Tellico Valley, from the Black Hills of South Dakota to Rainbow Canyon
in Arizona, each chapter delves into the relationship between Indian cultures and
their environments and describes the myths and legends, practices, and rituals
that sustained them. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Blood on the River
In the beginning, North America was Indian country. But only in the beginning.
After the opening act of the great national drama, Native Americans yielded to the
westward rush of European settlers. Or so the story usually goes. Yet, for three
centuries after Columbus, Native people controlled most of eastern North America
and profoundly shaped its destiny. In Facing East from Indian Country, Daniel K.
Richter keeps Native people center-stage throughout the story of the origins of the
United States. Viewed from Indian country, the sixteenth century was an era in
which Native people discovered Europeans and struggled to make sense of a new
world. Well into the seventeenth century, the most profound challenges to Indian
life came less from the arrival of a relative handful of European colonists than from
the biological, economic, and environmental forces the newcomers unleashed.
Drawing upon their own traditions, Indian communities reinvented themselves and
carved out a place in a world dominated by transatlantic European empires. In
1776, however, when some of Britain's colonists rebelled against that imperial
world, they overturned the system that had made Euro-American and Native
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coexistence possible. Eastern North America only ceased to be an Indian country
because the revolutionaries denied the continent's first peoples a place in the
nation they were creating. In rediscovering early America as Indian country,
Richter employs the historian's craft to challenge cherished assumptions about
times and places we thought we knew well, revealing Native American experiences
at the core of the nation's birth and identity.

Crooked Hallelujah
Fur traders observed that no other Indians of the Upper Missouri were so well
dressed or bragged of their tribal affiliation as frequently or as vociferously as the
Crow. Two Leggings, the teller of the story you are about to read, was above all
else a Crow warrior. His story tells us quite as much of tribal values that motivated
and guided his actions as it does of his personal escapades. He was one of the last
Crow Indians to abandon the warpath.

The Invasion of America
For many people, Native American architecture calls to mind the wigwam, tipi, iglu,
and pueblo. Yet the richly diverse building traditions of Native Americans
encompass much more, including specific structures for sleeping, working,
worshipping, meditating, playing, dancing, lounging, giving birth, decision-making,
cleansing, storing and preparing food, caring for animals, and honoring the dead.
In effect, the architecture covers all facets of Indian life. The collaboration between
an architect and an anthropologist, Native American Architecture presents the first
book-length, fully illustrated exploration of North American Indian architecture to
appear in over a century. Peter Nabokov and Robert Easton together examine the
building traditions of the major tribes in nine regional areas of the continent from
the huge plank-house villages of the Northwest Coast to the moundbuilder towns
and temples of the Southeast, to the Navajo hogans and adobe pueblos of the
Southwest. Going beyond a traditional survey of buildings, the book offers a broad,
clear view into the Native American world, revealing a new perspective on the
interaction between their buildings and culture. Looking at Native American
architecture as more than buildings, villages, and camps, Nabokov and Easton also
focus on their use of space, their environment, their social mores, and their
religious beliefs. Each chapter concludes with an account of traditional Indian
building practices undergoing a revival or in danger today. The volume also
includes a wealth of historical photographs and drawings (including sixteen pages
of color illustrations), architectural renderings, and specially prepared interpretive
diagrams which decode the sacred cosmology of the principal house types.

Indian Running
Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo (1478-1557) wrote the first comprehensive history of
Spanish America, the Historia general y natural de las Indias, a sprawling,
constantly revised work in which Oviedo attempted nothing less than a complete
account of the Spanish discovery, conquest, and colonization of the Americas from
1492 to 1547, along with descriptions of the land's flora, fauna, and indigenous
peoples. His Historia, which grew to an astounding fifty volumes, includes
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numerous interviews with the Spanish and indigenous leaders who were literally
making history, the first extensive field drawings of America rendered by a
European, reports of exotic creatures, ethnographic descriptions of indigenous
groups, and detailed reports about the conquest and colonization process.
Fernández de Oviedo's Chronicle of America explores how, in writing his Historia,
Oviedo created a new historiographical model that reflected the vastness of the
Americas and Spain's enterprise there. Kathleen Myers uses a series of case
studies—focusing on Oviedo's self-portraits, drawings of American phenomena,
approaches to myth, process of revision, and depictions of Native Americans—to
analyze Oviedo's narrative and rhetorical strategies and show how they relate to
the politics, history, and discursive practices of his time. Accompanying the case
studies are all of Oviedo's extant field drawings and a wide selection of his text in
English translation. The first study to examine the entire Historia and its evolving
rhetorical and historical context, this book confirms Oviedo's assertion that "the
New World required a different kind of history" as it helps modern readers
understand how the discovery of the Americas became a catalyst for European
historiographical change.

Native Peoples of the Southwest
This Land was Theirs
This engrossing investigation into the tragic 1988 murder of four-year-old Barbara
Jean Horn and its aftermath leads readers through the facts of the case in
compelling, compassionate, and riveting fashion. Award-winning journalist Thomas
Lowenstein makes an evenhanded case for the wrongful conviction of Walter
Ogrod, a man with autism spectrum disorder who has been on death row since
1996. Informed by police records, court transcripts, interviews, letters and journals,
and more, Lowenstein relates how Ogrod was convicted based solely on a
confession he signed after 36 hours without sleep and how his fate was sealed by
an infamous jailhouse snitch. Presenting explosive new evidence, Lowenstein
exposes a larger pattern of prosecutorial misconduct in Philadelphia.

Native American Architecture
A timely chronicle of what is now an ordinary day in America, where gun violence
regularly takes the lives of children and teens, and leaves shattered families in its
wake. Winner of the 2017 J. Anthony Lukas PrizeShortlisted for the 2017
Hurston/Wright Foundation AwardFinalist for the 2017 Helen Bernstein Book Award
for Excellence in JournalismLonglisted for the 2017 Andrew Carnegie Medal for
Excellence in Non Fiction On an average day in America, seven children and teens
will be shot dead. In Another Day in the Death of America, award-winning journalist
Gary Younge tells the stories of the lives lost during one such day. It could have
been any day, but he chose November 23, 2013. Black, white, and Latino, aged
nine to nineteen, they fell at sleepovers, on street corners, in stairwells, and on
their own doorsteps. From the rural Midwest to the barrios of Texas, the narrative
crisscrosses the country over a period of twenty-four hours to reveal the full
human stories behind the gun-violence statistics and the brief mentions in local
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papers of lives lost. This powerful and moving work puts a human face-a child's
face-on the "collateral damage" of gun deaths across the country. This is not a
book about gun control, but about what happens in a country where it does not
exist. What emerges in these pages is a searing and urgent portrait of youth,
family, and firearms in America today.

Native American Testimony
Publisher Description

The Debt
The Pacific Northwest was one of the most populated and prosperous regions for
Native Americans before the coming of the white man. By the mid-1800s, measles
and smallpox decimated the Indian population, and the remaining tribes were
forced to give up their ancestral lands. Vine Deloria Jr. tells the story of these
tribes’ fight for survival, one that continues today.

How the World Moves
The remarkable debut from Plimpton Prize Winner Kelli Jo Ford, Crooked Hallelujah
follows four generations of Cherokee women across four decades It’s 1974 in the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma and fifteen-year-old Justine grows up in a family of
tough, complicated, and loyal women, presided over by her mother, Lula, and
Granny. After Justine’s father abandoned the family, Lula became a devout
member of the Holiness Church – a community that Justine at times finds stifling
and terrifying. But Justine does her best as a devoted daughter, until an act of
violence sends her on a different path forever. Crooked Hallelujah tells the stories
of Justine—a mixed-blood Cherokee woman— and her daughter, Reney, as they
move from Eastern Oklahoma’s Indian Country in the hopes of starting a new,
more stable life in Texas amid the oil bust of the 1980s. However, life in Texas isn’t
easy, and Reney feels unmoored from her family in Indian Country. Against the
vivid backdrop of the Red River, we see their struggle to survive in a world—of
unreliable men and near-Biblical natural forces, like wildfires and tornados—intent
on stripping away their connections to one another and their very ideas of home. In
lush and empathic prose, Kelli Jo Ford depicts what this family of proud, stubborn,
Cherokee women sacrifices for those they love, amid larger forces of history,
religion, class, and culture. This is a big-hearted and ambitious novel of the
powerful bonds between mothers and daughters by an exquisite and rare new
talent.

Indians of the Pacific Northwest
How much do you really know about totem poles, tipis, and Tonto? There are
hundreds of Native tribes in the Americas, and there may be thousands of
misconceptions about Native customs, culture, and history. In this illustrated guide,
experts from Smithsonian's National Museum of the American Indian debunk
common myths and answer frequently asked questions about Native Americans
past and present. Readers will discover the truth about everything from kachina
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dolls to casinos, with answers to nearly 100 questions, including: Did Indians really
sell Manhattan for twenty-four dollars worth of beads and trinkets? Are dream
catchers an authentic tradition? Do All Indians Live in Tipis? Second Edition
features short essays, mostly Native-authored, that cover a range of topics
including identity; origins and histories; clothing, housing, and food; ceremony and
ritual; sovereignty; animals and land; language and education; love and marriage;
and arts, music, dance, and sports.

The Other Slavery
In the most comprehensive and detailed cultural-geographic study ever conducted
of the American Indian reservations in the forty-eight contiguous states, Klaus
Frantz explores the reservations as living environments rather than historical
footnotes. Although this study provides well-researched documentation of the
generally deplorable living conditions on the reservations, it also seeks to discover
and highlight the many possibilities for positive change. Informed by both historical
research and extensive fieldwork, this book pays special attention to the natural
resource base and economic outlook of the reservations, as well as the crucial
issue of tribal sovereignty. Chapters also cover the demography of American Indian
groups and their socioeconomic status (including standard of living, employment,
and education). A new afterword treats some of the developments since the book's
initial publication in German, such as the effects of the 1988 Indian gaming law
that allowed Indian reservations to operate gambling establishments (with mixed
success). "Provides a good overview of the basic questions and problems facing
reservation Indians today."—Peter Bolz, Journal of American History (on the
German edition)

Do All Indians Live in Tipis? Second Edition
Delgamuukw. Sixties Scoop. Bill C-31. Blood quantum. Appropriation. Two-Spirit.
Tsilhqot’in. Status. TRC. RCAP. FNPOA. Pass and permit. Numbered Treaties. Terra
nullius. The Great Peace… Are you familiar with the terms listed above? In
Indigenous Writes, Chelsea Vowel, writer, lawyer, and intellectual, opens an
important dialogue about these (and more) concepts and the wider social beliefs
associated with the relationship between Indigenous peoples and Canada. In 31
essays, Chelsea explores the Indigenous experience from the time of contact to
the present, through five categories – Terminology of Relationships; Culture and
Identity; Myth-Busting; State Violence; and Land, Learning, Law, and Treaties. She
answers the questions that many people have on these topics to spark further
conversations at home, in the classroom, and in the larger community.

Pass It On
In 1877, Chief Standing Bear's Ponca Indian tribe was forcibly removed from their
Nebraska homeland and marched to what was then known as Indian Territory (now
Oklahoma), in what became the tribe's own Trail of Tears. "I Am a Man" chronicles
what happened when Standing Bear set off on a six-hundred-mile walk to return
the body of his only son to their traditional burial ground. Along the way, it
examines the complex relationship between the United States government and the
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small, peaceful tribe and the legal consequences of land swaps and broken
treaties, while never losing sight of the heartbreaking journey the Ponca endured.
It is a story of survival---of a people left for dead who arose from the ashes of
injustice, disease, neglect, starvation, humiliation, and termination. On another
level, it is a story of life and death, despair and fortitude, freedom and patriotism.
A story of Christian kindness and bureaucratic evil. And it is a story of hope---of a
people still among us today, painstakingly preserving a cultural identity that had
sustained them for centuries before their encounter with Lewis and Clark in the fall
of 1804. Before it ends, Standing Bear's long journey home also explores
fundamental issues of citizenship, constitutional protection, cultural identity, and
the nature of democracy---issues that continue to resonate loudly in twenty-firstcentury America. It is a story that questions whether native sovereignty, tribalbased societies, and cultural survival are compatible with American democracy.
Standing Bear successfully used habeas corpus, the only liberty included in the
original text of the Constitution, to gain access to a federal court and ultimately his
freedom. This account aptly illuminates how the nation's delicate system of checks
and balances worked almost exactly as the Founding Fathers envisioned, a system
arguably out of whack and under siege today. Joe Starita's well-researched and
insightful account reads like historical fiction as his careful characterizations and
vivid descriptions bring this piece of American history brilliantly to life.

Chronicle of the Indian Wars
A masterpiece of Pueblo Indian mythology, now in a restored edition Edward
Proctor Hunt, a Pueblo Indian man, was born in 1861 in the mesa-top village of
Acoma, New Mexico, and initiated into several secret societies, only to later break
with his people’s social and religious codes. In 1928, he recited his version of the
origin myth of the Acoma Indians to Smithsonian Institution scholars. Hailed by
many as the most accessible of all epic narratives recounting a classic Pueblo
Indian story of creation, migration, and ultimate residence, the myth offers a
unique window into Pueblo Indian cosmology and ancient history, revealing how a
premodern society answered key existential questions and formed its customs. In
this new edition, Peter Nabokov renders this important document into a clear
sequence, adds excerpted material from the original storytelling sessions, and
explores the creation and roles of such myths in Pueblo Indian cultures. The
remarkable life of Edward Hunt is the subject of Peter Nabokov’s companion
volume, How the World Moves, which follows Hunt and his sons on their passage
from tradition to modernity as they strike out as native entrepreneurs and
travelling interpreters of American Indian lore. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Origin Myth of Acoma Pueblo
Using contemporary autobiography theory and literary, historical, and
ethnographic approaches, Wong explores the transformation of Native American
autobiography from pre-contact oral and pictographic personal narratives through
late nineteenth-/early twentieth-century life histories to written contemporary
autobiographies. This book expands the definition of autobiography to include nonwritten forms of personal narrative and non-Western concepts of self, highlighting
the incorporation of traditional tribal modes of self-narration with Western forms of
autobiography and charting the historical transition from orality to literacy.
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Fernández de Oviedo's Chronicle of America
Contrary to the conventional wisdom about what makes a good negotiator - to be
aggressive, intimidating, and unemotional - Taheripour has a radically different
perspective. What she s found in her classes and in her own deal-making is that
the best negotiators are empathetic, curious, and present, and that the essence of
bargaining isn't the transaction, but the conversation and the human connection.
It's when we bring our whole, authentic selves to the table that we can both
advocate for ourselves fearlessly and find creative solutions so everyone wins.

The Surrounded
Remarkable for their eloquence, depth of feeling, and oratorical mastery, these 82
compelling speeches encompass five centuries of Indian encounters with
nonindigenous people. Beginning with a 1540 refusal by a Timucua chief to parley
with Hernando de Soto ("With such a people I want no peace"), the collection
extends to the 20th-century address of activist Russell Means to the United Nations
affiliates and members of the Human Rights Commission ("We are people who love
in the belly of the monster"). Other memorable orations include Powhatan's "Why
should you destroy us, who have provided you with food?" (1609); Red Jacket's
"We like our religion, and do not want another" (1811); Osceola's "I love my home,
and will not go from it" (1834); Red Cloud's "The Great Spirit made us both"
(1870); Chief Joseph's "I will fight no more forever" (1877); Sitting Bull's "The life
my people want is a life of freedom" (1882); and many more. Other notable
speakers represented here include Tecumseh, Seattle, Geronimo, and Crazy Horse,
as well as many lesser-known leaders. Graced by forceful metaphors and vivid
imagery expressing emotions that range from the utmost indignation to the
deepest sorrow, these addresses are deeply moving documents that offer a
window into the hearts and minds of Native Americans as they struggled against
the overwhelming tide of European and American encroachment. This inexpensive
edition, with informative notes about each speech and orator, will prove
indispensable to anyone interested in Native American history and culture.

Where the Lightning Strikes
Native American Autobiography is the first collection to bring together the major
autobiographical narratives by Native American people from the earliest
documents that exist to the present. The thirty narratives included here cover a
range of tribes and cultural areas, over a span of more than 200 years. From the
earliest known written memoir—a 1768 narrative by the Reverend Samson Occom,
a Mohegan, reproduced as a chapter here—to recent reminiscences by such
prominent writers as N. Scott Momaday and Gerald Vizenor, the book covers a
broad range of Native American experience. The sections include “Traditional
Lives;” “The Christian Indians, from the Eighteenth Century to Indian Removal,
1830;” “The Resisting Indians, from Indian Removal to Wounded Knee, 1830-90;”
“The Closed Frontier, 1890-;” “The Anthropologists' Indians, 1900-;” “'Native
American Renaissance,' 1968-;” and “Traditional Lives Today.” Editor Arnold Krupat
provides a general introduction, a historical introduction to each of the seven
sections, extensive headnotes for each selection, and suggestions for further
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reading, making this an ideal resource for courses in American literature, history,
anthropology, and Native American studies. General readers, too, will find a wealth
of fascinating material in the life stories of these Native American men and women.
"This is the first comprehensive anthology of American Indian autobiography ever
published. It will be of interest to virtually anyone teaching or studying the
literatures of the native peoples of North America, as well as to a general audience,
because of the informative, literate introductions and the absorbing narratives
themselves."—William L. Andrews, series editor

Indian Reservations in the United States
A novel set on the Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana.

The World Without Us
In this iconoclastic book, Jennings recasts the story of American colonization as a
territorial invasion. Shorn of old mythology and rationalizations, Puritan actions are
seen in the cold light of material interest and naked expansion.

A Forest of Time
Presents a history of native American and white relations from the earliest
encounters to the present day.

Sending My Heart Back Across the Years
Chronicles the heroic and tragic story of Indian resistance to the white man. The
life stories of nine outstanding leaders- Hiawatha, King Philip, Pope, Pontiac,
Tecumseh, Osceola, Black Hawk, Crazy Horse, and Chief Joseph- represent
different tribal backgrounds, different times, places and aspects of Indian
leadership.

Nothing But the Truth
Both an unflinching indictment of past wrongs and an impassioned call to America
to educate its citizens about the history of Africa and its people, The Debt says in
no uncertain terms what white America owes blacks—and what blacks owe
themselves. In this powerful and controversial book, distinguished AfricanAmerican political leader and thinker Randall Robinson argues for the restoration of
the rich history that slavery and segregation severed. Drawing from research and
personal experience, he shows that only by reclaiming their lost past and proud
heritage can blacks lay the foundation for their future. And white Americans can
begin making reparations for slavery and the century of racial discrimination that
followed with monetary restitution, educational programs, and the kinds of equal
opportunities that will ensure the social and economic success of all citizens.
“EngagingRobinson continues an important conversationHis anecdotes support his
attempts to reclaim African American heritage and empower African
Americans.”—The Washington Post
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Grave Matters
A fascinating look at the conflicts arising from reconstructing a native peoples past.
Explores the relationship of archeology and the competing interests that color the
recovery of Indian remains

The Salem Witch Trials
A comprehensive account of four hundred years of struggle draws on
contemporary accounts--missionary journals, captivity narratives, and oral
testimonies--to describe how native American nations fought to protect their land
from white colonizers.

Another Day in the Death of America
"At a time of global crisis, EMPIRE rallies a coalition of artists, designers, writers,
and photographers to protest the mysterious, all-powerful phenomenon that
dominates our civilization." --
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